Chapter Eight

Betw een the Wars
A lgonquin guests may scatter far and wide during the day enjoying the round of sports, but in the evening they
concentrate on two equally popular places — the lounge and the Casino dance-floor. Golf and motoring are replaced
by dancing and bridge and so the social hours are ushered in. — “St. Andrews by-the-Sea,” Toronto Saturday
Night, 1936

t was in the 1920s that the Algonquin became a motor hotel, in response to expansion of automobile travel in that decade. Come June, there was still the usual profusion of trains, but their rubbertired competition was scurrying about, every year more thickly, snatching business from the CPR
and causing the iron monster to give a concerned glance in their general direction.
As far as the Algonquin goes, that glance appears first in a CPR publication titled Algonquin Book: By
One Who Went with Pen, Camera and Typewriter. This lively little fictional piece takes the form of a travel
journal, written by a young woman who travels from New York by car with a friend.
Motored up via Portland. Through innumerable quaint Maine towns, with their prim, Colonial
houses. Through Bangor — To Calais. Then across the St. Croix River — and we were in Canada.
To be exact — in the town of St. Stephen, in New Brunswick. From here, on through a country
out of a pastoral idyll. Over coursing brooks, past comfortable farms. The St. Croix kept bobbing
into view on our right, getting ever wider. Twenty such fascinating miles — and suddenly we were
skirting a Westchester County golf course. Past a lively golf-house. Another curve; we swept up
a broad, boulevarded entrance, and stopped in front of the Algonquin! — my word! It was al-
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most a shock. You can imagine. After miles of back-country forest
and farm, to emerge suddenly into a picture-park — with perfectly
barbered lawns, with a presiding hotel in charming English country
architecture — and the whole scene alive with smart people and
smart doings! Our breath was quite taken away!

•
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Aside from being a peppy portrait of town and hotel in the Jazz Age, the
Sketch Book is interesting as a testimonial as to how seriously the railways
were taking the automobile. For although this promotional piece opens with
an automobile, and although it would like its readers to identify with other
better-known automobile travel books that were being published, there is
nothing else in it that makes the least mention of the automobile. The publication includes nothing about the scenic driving routes in the area, nor are
highways, even the one followed by the writer, depicted in its schematic of
CPR routes in the Montreal, Boston, and New Brunswick triangle. It concludes with a list of CPR offices in Canada and the United States. Obviously,
the CPR was beginning to feel the heat from automobile engines, but was
not convinced for the time being that more than lip service need be paid to
the competition.
Throughout the 1920s the popularity of the car rose astronomically.
Between 1908 and 1923 the number of automobiles registered in the
Maritimes increased from 169 to 37,667. In Canada and the United States
over this same period, registrations increased anywhere from ten to forty
percent per year and the trend continued. In the US between 1920 and 1929,
registration of motor vehicles rose from 408,000 to 1,232,000. Permits issued for motor vehicles from the US at Canadian Customs offices in New
Brunswick for 1928 showed a thirty-nine percent increase over 1927, and
motor tourists from Ontario and Quebec were twice as numerous as in the
previous year.
Around the end of the decade St. Stephen earned the title of Motor
Gateway of Eastern Canada, a distinction which became only more convincing through the 1930s. The total number of American motor tourists
who entered Canada through New Brunswick ports for stays of more than
twenty-four hours in 1930 was 186,441, almost 150 percent greater than
the number in 1927. For this year motor travel into New Brunswick from
other Canadian provinces was five times greater than the total in 1927. By
1935 about eighty-five percent of all American vacation travel was by automobile, and in 1939 the number of American cars entering St. Stephen via
the International Bridge set new records and caused extreme congestion and
delay.
The automobile was popular for good reason. It offered new freedom
and privacy, as well as adventure for those who were willing to stray from
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the beaten track, a luxury and a risk denied to rail travellers. As Theodore Dreiser pointed out in his 1916
road book, Hoosier Holiday, the railroad was fixed
and inelastic while the highways offered more intimate contact with the countryside and the freedom to
change one’s mind.
Motor travel to New Brunswick was facilitated
throughout at this time by several improvements. One
was the switch in 1922 to driving on the right side of
the road. The US and every other province except Nova
Scotia had already made the change. From some quarters there was a reactionary fear that horses used to
driving on the left might not be smart enough to make
the switch. These individuals had never driven their
teams across the International Bridge where, upon
reaching the middle, where the international boundary divides the structure, horses would, as required by
law, automatically switch to the other side.
Another essential improvement was the upgrading of provincial highways. In the second decade of
the century, the highways in Charlotte County had
acquired a reputation as among the worst in the province. Although diving in St. Andrews was still excellent, the road through Bayside was like a ploughed
field, with ruts so deep that carriage bottoms dragged.
Motorists travelling to St. Andrews from Quebec were
occasionally advised at the border to take the Maine
highways to Calais, the roads through New Brunswick
being so bad. In 1912 Dr. Nathaniel Curry, president
of Canadian Car Foundries Limited, on a trip from
Montreal to the Maritimes, found the stretch of road
between St. Andrews and Saint John to be the worst
he experienced on his entire tour, with sods and rocks
thrown out of the ditches into the centre of the highway by road machines and frequent signs that automobiles had been dragged out of the mud. Later that
year a member of the New Brunswick Automobile
Association took it upon himself to place signs along
the route indicating the way to Saint John and to install a culvert in a particularly bad spot.
Premier Walter Foster (1917-1923) was respon-
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Top In the first two decades of the century the Algonquin became a motor hotel. Charlotte County Archives
Bottom The International Bridge, St. Stephen. A quiet
moment. During the summer months, the bridge has been
backed up almost since the turn of the century. Charlotte
County Archives
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